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Abstract. This demo presents E-WISE, an expertise-driven recommen-
dation platform built upon Web Question Answering (QA) systems to
assist askers in question-answering process. Despite that crowdsourc-
ing knowledge (e.g., on-line question-answering) is becoming increas-
ingly important, it remains a big challenge to accelerate its process.
E-WISE blends the recently developed methods for knowledge crowd-
sourcing acceleration, including 1) an edit suggestion component to
improve question quality; 2) a question routing component that sug-
gests a list of ranked answerers. Both components are automatic, and
meanwhile enable a human controlling part: askers can make their deci-
sions in selecting the right edits/answerers among the suggested ones,
which guarantees the effectiveness of the suggesting components and
provides feedback to the suggesting methods. E-WISE will be demon-
strated through a case study on Stack Overflow – a popular QA systems,
to exemplify its functions and potential in on-line knowledge creation.
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1 Introduction

Crowdsourcing knowledge has recently been proposed as a promising topic, which
solicits the rich set of knowledge-related features of humans (e.g. expertise, skills,
experience and opinions), to solve complex and cognitive intensive tasks. The
growing popularity of knowledge crowdsourcing systems, such as on-line QA
platform (e.g. Stack Exchange1 and Yahoo! Answers2), content curation systems
(e.g. Reddit3), diverse on-line forums and wiki’s, have demonstrated the great
potential of knowledge crowdsourcing in on-line knowledge creation.

Although crowdsourcing has drawn much attention from diverse domains,
knowledge crowdsourcing has been much less studied until the most recent [1]. In
the case of on-line knowledge creation, typical tasks such as building wiki’s or QA
systems are performed on an ad-hoc basis. The non-existence of a comprehensive

1 http://stackexchange.com/
2 http://answers.yahoo.com/
3 http://www.reddit.com
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theory of knowledge crowdsourcing and a corresponding systematic engineering
approach have induced big challenges: knowledge is usually created inefficiently.
For instance in Stack Overflow4, which is one of the most active QA systems on
the web, there are more than 30% questions do not have any up-voted answer;
furthermore, the average time for a question to receive an accepted answer is at
a magnitude of days.

Recent advances in the research community have illuminated the possibil-
ity of developing methods and tools to support accelerating knowledge creation
process. Question routing, for example, that actively routes the newly posted
question to potential answerers, has been proposed as a promising method to
accelerate QA process. Another direction in this research is to improve question
quality. Poorly formulated questions (around 40% in Stack Overflow) needs to
be edited after they were initially posted, as responses to comments or answers.
Since the interactions between askers and other users lengthens the time for a
question to obtain a good answer, it has been proposed to detect poorly formu-
lated question and automatically suggest edit to improve question quality such
that the QA process can be accelerated [2,3].

This demo introduces E-WISE, an expertise-driven recommendation plat-
form that provides a continuous and complete line of assistance to askers in
web QA systems. E-WISE supports related question retrieval, automatic edit
suggestion, user modeling and question routing. The platform implements and
integrates the state-of-the-art methods [3,4], thus contributing to the creation
of a comprehensive theory of knowledge crowdsourcing acceleration. Another
important feature of E-WISE is that askers are allowed to make their own deci-
sions, with the assistance of the automatic recommending methods, i.e. edit and
answerer suggestion. Therefore, E-WISE acts as a social machine [5] that fuses
the complementary power of humans and computers for knowledge creation.

E-WISE will be demonstrated with an instantiation integrated with Stack
Overflow. The attendees will be given the opportunity to interact lively with
Stack Overflow through E-WISE, such as searching and posting questions on
Stack Overflow, with the assistance of edit and answerer suggestion by E-WISE.

2 The E-WISE Architecture

Fig. 1 depicts the architecture of E-WISE. It comprises two phases, namely,
off-line training and on-line searching and recommendation. Due to efficiency
reason, the training phase trains recommenders off-line based on historical QA
data imported from web QA systems; while on-line phase recommends edits
and answerers to askers in real-time using the trained recommenders. Askers
can interact lively with the QA systems through E-WISE, such that the actions
taken by the askers can be written back to the QA sytems in real-time.

E-WISE consists of three components: related question searcher, edit sug-
gester and question router. Standard information retrieving method is adopted
for related question retrieval. While for edit suggestion and question routing,
E-WISE implements our novel methods described in [3,4].
4 http://stackoverflow.com/

http://stackoverflow.com/
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Fig. 1. System Architecture of E-WISE

Edit Suggester detects poorly formulated questions and suggests edits to
improve question quality. Essentially, this component consists of two type of
classifiers, one for edit/non-edit classification, the other one for edit type classi-
fication. The trainer takes (compressed) TFIDF representation of labeled ques-
tions as input, then trains the classifiers off-line for on-line edit suggestion.

After a question is classified as one that needs an edit, it will then be classified
into some of pre-defined edit types. For instance the edit suggester of E-WISE
for Stack Overflow defines the following edit types: 1) Code, which indicates
that the question needs to have a code snippet; 2) SEC, indicating that the
question needs clarification of either problem S tatement, Example or Context;
3) Attempt, which indicates that the asker needs to specify attempts that he has
tried. The asker will receive a list of suggestions, and decide to reformulate their
questions correspondingly. The asker is further provided the option to provide
feedback to the system, by indicating whether or not the suggested edits are
helpful.
Question Router. After the asker input a question, he can enable the question
router to actively route his question to potential answerers. Question router con-
tains a user modeling part that models the topic-wise expertise and motivation
of answerers, which are considered as the most important answering properties in
QA systems [4]. The basic assumption is that questions of different topics require
different combinations of user roles: questions relating to general concepts may
require motivated answerers engaged in discussion to ultimately generate a best
answer, while some other questions relating to specific topic only need one expert
user to directly provide the right answer.

Given a newly posted question, question router first matches the question to
answerers according to the topics, then ranks the answerers according to exper-
tise and motivation. Question router trains a learning-to-rank model off-line for
on-line answerer ranking. It takes as input the user models (expertise, motiva-
tion) and historical QA data, and output the model for answerers suggestion.
The asker will be shown a ranked list of answerers, together with their user pro-
files as the interpretation to help the asker in making decision of whom to route
the question to. The asker is further provided with the option of removing or
adding answerers.
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(a) User input interface. (b) Result and feedback interface.

Fig. 2. User interface

3 Demo Scenario: Stack Overflow

We demonstrate E-WISE with a case study on Stack Overflow. For performance
reason, E-WISE takes the latest historical data for off-line training edit suggestor
and question router; with the trained recommenders, E-WISE is seamlessly inte-
grated with the live QA system, such that the askers are allowed to directly
interact with Stack Overflow through E-WISE, e.g. searching related questions,
post questions and inspect the profile of the suggested users.

Fig. 2a is the user interface in which askers can search, post questions, call
edit suggester and question router. Fig. 2b is the user interface that displays
suggested edits and answerers. Askers can interact with the results to provide
feedback for both edit suggestion and question routing: suggested edits that are
useful on the left box can be dragged to the right box to indicate the usefulness;
answerers can be removed from or added to the routing list.
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